
As time promptly will fly! The epoch replaces epoch. The old is washed away by flows of new ideas, мировоззрений and actions. There come new generations, beginning life from a clean sheet. And every time they again decide a most ancient task: “that we shall leave after ourselves, what our children will remember”?

Today I’m presentin the work, which reminds to us of the recently past time, tells about destiny and character of generation 60-th through a prism of destiny of one man, one of the bright artists of Krasnoyarsk of second half  XX centuries - about  Andrey Pozdeev.

The CD-ROM “Andrey Pozdeev. Colletion of Zelenogorsk” is the electronic archive of the document. It contains the publications and the monographies, research for the period  from 1959 to 2002 years. The archive mentions some aspects: the artist both authority; the artist and model; the person and time; talent - diligence - skill - own culture - recognition of talent; sponsorship
 and the popularity, and also is generalized experience of the work with the untraditional painting collection  in conditions of small city with conservative thinking. 

Who such Andrey Pozdeev?

Andrey Pozdeev was born in 1926 in a small settlement Nizhniy Engash of Krasnoyarsk region in family radical сибиряков. His father was the post worker, auditor. He frequently moved from a place to a place. And his family followed him.

Krasnoyarsk region in that time was a place of  prisons. The thief  romanticism was very popular. When Andrey was a teenager, he frequently escaped from his houses. 
In the beginning of The Second Wold War hi  worked at a factory in Krasnoyarsk. Once
He was ill, so hi escaped from the factory and do away home. Him have arrested and judged
 under the laws of military time for sabotage. Twice got in prison for teenager by a principle of school Makarenko. There for the first time he was engaged in painting. He drew stages of fight. 
In 1943 he was called for army. He served the signalman on Far East.

In 1947 he was dismissed on a condition of health. Him actually have poisoned home to die. Him treated  avenky – healers and his mother. He has survived and have been beganin work as artist.  
In 1960 him expelled from the candidates in the members of union of the artists for a formalism. 
In 1961 him have accepted in union. Concerning pretentiously and strictly to himself, ruthlessly destroying weak works, overcoming infinite illnesses, criticizing and almost hating himself for recurrence and operation already of open receptions of painting and subject courses, it(he) worked very much. He never drew under the order/
Pozdeev had passed a way from the real artist to the artist who sad in the symbol language, in the language of harmony of the precisely expressed colour and appropriate put task of the form independently has passed. 
In the beginning the 80-th his duty to the creditors was possible to compare to cost ten new automobiles. 
In 1998 him award with a silver medal of Academy of applied arts of Russia.
In 1999 his  personal exhibition accompanies with the governor  Alexander Lebed during representation of Krasnoyarsk region in Moscow.
His pictures is alive, they never dissemble, the artist thinks deeply, and lifts us of the spectators up to the understanding and philosophy. Pozdeev never was fighter, did not struggle with the Soviet society, however just he by all life and creativity has left the very exact diagnosis to a constructed on “ passions human ”.
Due to the director of gallery “Сити” (Moscow) Nikolay Tkachenko, the Pozdeevs pictures have visited in Moscow, St.-Petersburg of Japan and Korea. Actively propagandize creativity Pozdeev the private collectors Sergey Obraztsov and Oleg Duzhikov. There are the collections of Pozdeevs pictures in Norilsk, Barnaul, Krasnoyarsk, Novosibirsk, Zelenogorsk, Rostov on the Don, Moscow, America, Israel.

Today him very much love to quote. There are tendencies to техничному, almost geometrical analysis of his pictures, and imitate his manner to draw.

On a disk, represented by me, contains much publications of his pictures.
When we for the first time have presented a disk to the experts at a conference АОМ in November 2001, us have offered to collect a conference on a problematics of modern art. So the idea of realization “The Pozdeevs readings” was born.
“The First Pozdeevs readings” we have lead in March 2002. 
Representing Electronic archive to the participants “The First Pozdeevs readings”, we have heard the offer to continue our work in a direction of drawing up of the common catalogue of the Pozdeevs pictures. Assembled both in museums, and in private collections.

In 2002 year we have added a disk by Personal archive of Vitaliy Kreidel, which was the Andreys large friend.
The purpose of my participation in a conference EVA 2002 is the finding new ways, which have resulted us and other researchers of Pozdeevs creativity in the new facts and details in his live.

Finishing performance I want to tell about the technical party of our project.
The structure of the data on a disk is organized so what to add it anyone can. To add the new document in electronic archive, it is necessary to add by the information on the document the register, and to generate on a pattern HTML-page containing new document.

P.S. Why so my report frivolously refers to as?
Likely, because we did not follow strict scientific canons at selection of the documents included in archive. In archive there are a lot of documents, which concern Andrey Pozdeev only indirectly, and tell about the people, which were simply close to Andrey Pozdeev,
Here both writers, and students, and visitors' book from exhibitions. We have included not only contents of the texts, but also appearance of the published documents, that creates impression, that you really are working with archive.
We did not bring in editorial editing in the monography, all texts are submitted in that kind, in what we have received them from the authors. And on our sight just such approach provides more complete representation about human qualities and spirit of the original artist kept up to old age pure(clean) soul and which has developed talent up to highest skill.
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